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  INTRODUCTION 

 

A robust, sustainable, and adaptable local economy depends heavily on public officials who can lead in forming and implementing an 

economic development strategy. A thorough strategy is developed with an understanding of local business interests and regional 

resource availability, and a careful assessment of the community’s ability to attract new business investment and jobs. Participating in 

the Economic Development Self-Assessment Tool (EDSAT) is an important step public officials can take to assess their jurisdictions’1 

strengths and weaknesses for the purpose of planning for viable, long-term economic growth. Through EDSAT, public officials and 

business leaders collaborate as a team, assessing each of their roles in creating a business-friendly climate. 

By participating in this self-assessment, Westfield will not simply better understand its economic development assets and challenges, 

but learn to build upon strengths and overcome weaknesses. This report contains a thorough analysis of the responses provided by 

Westfield to the EDSAT questionnaire.  

The Dukakis Center for Urban and Regional Policy will keep all individual-municipality results 

in this report strictly confidential. 

Project Overview 
Since 2005, Northeastern University’s Dukakis Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (Dukakis Center) has sought to identify the 

“deal-breakers” that impede private investment in local municipalities. Based upon research on the resurgence of older industrial 

cities, the Dukakis Center has identified two crucial elements in economic development. First is a municipality’s ability to respond 

opportunely to ever-changing market forces. Second is local government’s skill in working collaboratively with regional agencies, 

business leaders, and academic institutions to lessen municipal weaknesses and market the city or town’s strengths. These conclusions 

led to the development of EDSAT, an analytical framework for providing practical, actionable feedback to public officials. In its 

current form, EDSAT resulted from a partnership between the Dukakis Center and the National League of Cities (NLC). 

Methodology 
The foundation for the 200-plus questions that make up the EDSAT questionnaire was established when the Dukakis Center surveyed 

more than 240 members of the National Association of Industrial and Office Properties, now known as NAIOP and CoreNet Global. 

These leading professional associations represent site and location experts, whose members research new sites for businesses and 

other institutions. Members were asked to identify those factors that are most important to businesses and developers when evaluating 

locations. This process generated a set of 38 broad factors relevant to economic growth and development. Examples include highway 

access, available workforce, and the timeliness of permit reviews. Based on rankings by these location experts, EDSAT factors are 

identified as Very Important, Important, or Less Important to businesses and developers.  We denote these rankings as follows: A 

filled circle () indicates Very Important, a half-filled circle () indicates Important, and an unfilled circle () indicates Less 

Important. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

1  Jurisdictions are usually categorized as individual towns and/or cities. A “jurisdiction” can also consist of several small municipalities, a 

geographic region, or a county—as long as each plans and strategizes its economic development efforts as a single entity. 
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RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF EDSAT LOCATION FACTORS 

Very Important   

 Highway Access 

 Parking 

 Traffic 

 Infrastructure 

 Rents 

 Workforce Composition 

 Timeliness of Approvals 

 Website/Access to 

Information 

Important   

 Public Transit 

 Physical Attractiveness 

 Complementary / 

Supplemental Business 

Services 

 Critical Mass Firms 

 Cross Marketing 

 Marketing Follow-Up 

 

 Quality of Available 

Space 

 Land 

 Labor Cost 

 Industry Sensitivity 

 Sites Available  

 Predictable Permits 

 Fast Track Permits 

 Citizen Participation in 

the Review Process 

 Cultural and Recreational 

Amenities 

 Crime 

 Housing 

 Local Schools 

 Amenities 

 State Business Incentives 

 Local Business 

Incentives 

 Local Tax Rates 

 Tax Delinquency 

 

Less Important   

 Airports 

 Rail 

 Water Transportation  

 Proximity to Universities 

and Research 

 Unions 

 Workforce Training 

 Permitting Ombudsman 

 

 

Each question in EDSAT addresses a particular location factor and provides three ways to interpret that factor relative to the response 

in your own community:  

1. The level of importance businesses and developers place on that location factor 

2. How other jurisdictions participating in EDSAT have typically responded to that question 

3. How your jurisdiction’s response compares to the typical response and the importance of the location factor  

The EDSAT analysis compares your jurisdiction’s responses with those of Comparison Group Municipalities (CGM)—that is, all of 

the jurisdictions that have completed the EDSAT questionnaire. With regard to the Permitting Process, for example, your jurisdiction 

may offer significantly shorter review times than the CGM.  In this case, the EDSAT analysis suggests that on this measure your 

jurisdiction may possess a relative advantage in what is a Very Important location factor. However, if permit reviews take significantly 

longer, then your jurisdiction may be at a disadvantage, because businesses are interested in “time-to-market”—the time it takes to get 

up and running in an ever-increasingly competitive environment.   

EDSAT assigns a color code to highlight the results of your jurisdiction compared to the median response among the CGM. Colors—

green, yellow, and red—indicate a municipality’s relative strength on each specific location factor. Green indicates that your 

jurisdiction is quantitatively or qualitatively stronger than the CGM response; yellow indicates that your jurisdiction is average or 

typical; and red indicates a relative deficiency. 
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SAMPLE RESULT, DRAWN FROM SECTION 1: ACCESS TO MARKETS/CUSTOMERS 

 

The interaction between the importance of a location factor and your jurisdiction’s relative strength yields powerful information. With 

respect to businesses and developers, a comparison yielding “red” for a Very Important factor represents the potential for a “deal-

breaker,” while a comparison resulting in “green” for a Very Important factor represents the likelihood of a “deal-maker.” There are 

several important considerations to keep in mind when reviewing a jurisdiction’s EDSAT results: 

1. If your jurisdiction is at a disadvantage in certain Very Important location factors, such as possessing a slow permitting 

process, a workforce that lacks necessary skills, and infrastructure that lacks the capacity to support growth, it is considered 

to have three distinct “deal-breakers,” regardless of its geographic location.  

 

2. Your jurisdiction should look at its EDSAT results as an overview, and not focus on a particular location factor. One “deal-

breaker” does not mean that your jurisdiction should abandon its economic development efforts. At the same time, your 

jurisdiction cannot rely solely on one or two “deal-makers.” Economic development is a dynamic process and should be 

managed in such a way that a community continually responds to the changing needs of local and prospective businesses.  

 

3. The interpretation of comparisons and color assignments depends on your jurisdiction’s context in answering the question 

and its objectives for economic development. For example, if there are significantly more square feet of vacant commercial 

space than the CGM median, EDSAT assigns “red” because large amounts of space may indicate outdated facilities in a 

stagnant local economy. However, the empty space may actually be an asset if your jurisdiction is focusing on attracting 

businesses that would benefit from large spaces, such as a creative mixed-use complex. Thus, your jurisdiction’s context is 

important in understanding EDSAT results. 

For some questions, the red and green color assignments serve to highlight the response for further consideration within the context of 

your jurisdiction’s objectives and circumstances. Several questions have no comparison at all. They tend to be lists of potential 

incentives, resources, or regulations associated with the municipality and will be discussed in corresponding sections of the report.  
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SUMMARY OF RELATIVE STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 

This section summarizes Westfield’s primary strengths and weaknesses in the realm of economic development. EDSAT does not 

provide an overall grade for a jurisdiction, but rather assesses a jurisdiction’s unique set of strengths, weaknesses, and economic 

development objectives. 

The Dukakis Center staff create a list of significant or notable responses for each of the Very Important, Important, and Less 

Important location factors, emphasizing strengths and “deal-makers,” which are not organized in any particular order of importance. 

Dukakis Center staff suggests that your municipality review these lists and use them to highlight, enhance, and market your city’s 

strengths.  

Tasks on the weakness and “deal-breaker” lists, however, are prioritized to emphasize the importance of their mitigation. The Dukakis 

Center staff arranges the tasks according to feasibility, with consideration of the latitude and abilities of local, county, or regional 

levels of government. For example, in a jurisdiction with limited highway access, building a new highway interchange or connector 

would likely be cost-prohibitive, time-consuming, and an inefficient use of local resources. However, other tasks are more feasible 

with modest investments in time and resources. For example, streamlining the permitting process and making related development 

information readily accessible to both location experts and businesses could be accomplished without significant capital investments. 

Although location experts rank both highway access and the timeliness of permitting as Very Important location factors, in the 

prioritized list of potential “deal-breakers,” the permitting process is given a higher priority due to its feasibility in implementation.  

Westfield’s Strengths and Potential “Deal-Makers” 
The following three lists of Westfield’s strengths are its powerful economic development assets. The city should build upon these 

assets and promote them to prospective businesses and developers. Westfield should first consider those in the Very Important group, 

then the Important, and finally the Less Important group. Please note that strengths are not listed in any particular order within each 

list.  

 

Strengths among Very Important Location Factors 

 

WEBSITE: Updated weekly by a designated staff member, Westfield’s website provides a wealth of information and resources useful 

to both current and prospective businesses. 

 

INFRASTRUCTURE: Westfield has sufficient capacity for growth and reliable service across all business-relevant utilities, although 

recent long-term drought conditions threw the city’s water supply into shortage for a time and may require further attention. Where 

Westfield shines is in its energy cost schedule, which is lower than the comparison group.  

 

HIGHWAY ACCESS: On par with the CGM, Westfield has excellent highway access, with all retail, office, and manufacturing sites 

no more than two miles from a major limited-access highway.  

 

TRAFFIC: With both a transportation planner on staff and access to a traffic consultant, Westfield manages its traffic so well that 

rush hour speeds are faster than the comparison groups’. 

 

Strengths among Important Location Factors 
 
QUALITY OF AVAILABLE SPACE: Westfield has relatively few brownfield sites available for development, owing to previous 

mitigation and restoration efforts several decades ago. As a result, Westfield also leads the comparison group in its experience in 

redeveloping brownfield sites. 

 

LAND: Westfield boasts a much higher volume of vacant, developable space zoned for commercial/industrial uses than the CGM. 

The city also has a larger proportion of 5+-acre parcels available for large-scale development.   

 

CROSS-MARKETING: Westfield engages state, regional, and local business and planning organizations in marketing the city to 

business developers, and exceeds the CGM in enlisting local firms to help attract new businesses to the community.   
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SITES AVAILABLE: Westfield owns sites that it is currently marketing for development, an effort aided by including up-to-date 

listings and information about these sites on city’s website. In addition, the city is ahead of the comparison group in having an active 

strategy for reclaiming tax delinquent properties. 

 

PREDICABLE PERMITS: Westfield not only provides a checklist of permitting requirements to developers, the city also includes a 

flowchart to guide developers through the permitting process. 

 

CRIME: Westfield has low crime rates relative to the comparison group, which is attractive to potential residents, businesses, and 

developers alike.  

 

HOUSING: Westfield has relatively low rents and home prices compared to the comparison group. The city also has a relatively high 

homeownership rate and a low rental and single-family home vacancy rates. Though this is attractive to developers looking for sites 

where their employees can live affordably, the city should monitor these low vacancy rates as they can lead to large rent and 

homeownership cost increases if they get too low.  

 

STATE TAX INCENTIVES: Westfield, as a Massachusetts community, is able to take advantage of generous state incentives. More 

important, the city takes greater advantage of these economic development programs than the CGM.  

 

LOCAL TAX INCENTIVES: Westfield offers property tax abatements to existing businesses, which is not common among the 

comparison group. Westfield also grants TIFs for retail development, actively tries to secure financing for its business community, and 

seeks to attract municipal, state and federal facilities in order to improve the business climate. 

 
Strengths among Less Important Location Factors 

 

AIRPORTS: Westfield has great airport access, with its own regional airport, Hartford’s Bradley International less than an hour’s 

drive away, and Albany International just a little further. 

 

PROXIMITY TO UNIVERSITIES & RESEARCH: Westfield State University, which offers a mix of undergraduate and 

graduate programs, is located in the city and appears to take a great interest Westfield’s economic development. Two more 

colleges are within 10 miles of the city—Our Lady of the Elms and American International—and, taken together, all three can 

contribute to an educated, skilled workforce, while WSU can do far more as an anchor institution and source of innovation . 

 

Westfield’s Weaknesses and Potential “Deal-Breakers” 
Despite many advantages, Westfield has a number of apparent weaknesses that could pose challenges to successful development. The 

factors in the Very Important group are the ones that the city should consider addressing first because they are the most critical 

potential “deal-breakers.” Again, the city should next consider those in the Important group, and finally those the Less Important 

group.  

Unlike the above itemization of Westfield’s strengths, this three-part list of weaknesses is arranged in order of priority. We suggest 

that, while reviewing this prioritized list of challenges, participants keep in mind Westfield’s economic development objectives and 

the feasibility (economic and otherwise) of upgrading “deal-breakers” and other weaknesses.  

 

Weaknesses among Very Important Location Factors 

 

TIMELINESS OF APPROVALS: Westfield is on par with the comparison group for the timeliness of approvals on zoning 

variances, building permits, and special permits, but where the city falls behind the comparison group is in the timeliness of site plan 

reviews. This could potentially halt initial development and render timeliness of other permits inapplicable to a firm’s decision to 

develop a site. On a positive note, this deficiency should be relatively easy to address.  

 

RENTS: Although Westfield has lower commercial rents in its central business district and for its manufacturing space, the city has 

higher than average commercial rents along its highway business district and for nearly all of its office space. Furthermore, the city 

has a higher than average percentage of Class C office space.  
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WORKFORCE COMPSITION: Though Westfield has a higher than average percentage of professionally skilled workers, the city 

does not boast as many technically skilled workers, and the percentage of English language learners in the workforce is higher than the 

comparison group.  

 

PARKING: On-site parking infrastructure for Westfield’s available retail and general office space compares unfavorably with the 

CGM. To its credit, the city offers parking facilities near some development sites, although it charges a monthly fee in the central 

business district. 

 

Weaknesses among Important Location Factors 

 

CRITICAL MASS FIRMS: Westfield has neither an up-to-date economic development strategy nor an industrial attraction policy, 

rendering the city much less proactive on its own behalf than it could be.  

MARKETING FOLLOW-UP: On par with the CGM, Westfield does not formally monitor the satisfaction levels of local firms, nor 

attempt to learn why firms decided to locate or expand in the city, or to look elsewhere. 

 

LOCAL SCHOOLS: Westfield spends the same amount per pupil as the comparison group, which is an asset, but the city falls 

behind the comparison group in its lower-than-average English and mathematics proficiencies. Additionally, Westfield has a higher 

than average number of children eligible for reduced-cost school lunches, a metric for poverty levels that can potentially deter 

business development. 

PHYSICAL ATTRACTIVENESS: Westfield benefits from having an active online portal for citizens to report issues with public 

infrastructure and has a system to monitoring this portal. However, the town does not have a lot of land reserved for public parks and 

codes are weakly enforced, leading to further degradation of the landscape. Though they are confined to certain neighborhoods and 

geographic areas, the city has a higher than average rate of vacant houses and commercial space. 

 

SITE AMENITIES: Although Westfield leads the comparison group in its development sites’ proximity to fast food, proximity to 

fine dining and daycare facilities is lacking. 

LOCAL TAX RATES: Although none of Westfield’s commercial and industrial property taxes are in abatement and the city charges 

meal and hotel taxes, the tax rate on both industrial/commercial and residential properties is much higher than the CGM, and the city 

does not have a unitary tax structure—which is generally preferred by firms. 

TAX DELINQUENCY: Westfield has a relatively large number of properties that are tax defaulted or subject to the power of sale. In 

addition, the city takes at least twice as long as the comparison group to choose to auction tax title properties. 

PUBLIC TRANSIT: Westfield lacks good access to public transit. Most sites are more than one-quarter of a mile from any form of 

transit, and the city is not within 5 miles of a commuter rail or bus stop. 

Weaknesses among Less Important Location Factors 

 

WORKFORCE TRAINING: Although Westfield works with a number of partners on workforce training, and is home to Westfield 

Technical Academy, the city’s adult education programs do not meet existing need—which is of great concern, especially in view of 

the city’s refugee resettlement policies. 
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DETAILED ANALYSIS AND QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

The following is a ten-part section-by-section analysis of the EDSAT results comparing Westfield’s self-reported responses with the 

median response among the CGM. Each location factor is ranked with three possible symbols: The shaded circle () denotes a Very 

Important factor, the half-shaded circle () denotes an Important factor, and the unshaded circle () denotes a Less Important factor.  

This ten-part portion of the report—its heart, really—is presented in the same order as the questions listed on the EDSAT 

questionnaire, with the tabular printout of Westfield’s results appearing first, and our narrative summary and interpretation of the 

results appearing second. The tabular results are displayed in four primary groupings of information:  

Group 1 identifies a location factor (such as Highway Access), a circle indicating the relative importance of the location factor, and 

questions related to the factor that your city has already answered.  

Group 2 shows Westfield’s responses to the EDSAT questions.  

Group 3 is the median (or majority, for yes/no questions) response among the “comparison group municipalities” (or CGM) that have 

completed the EDSAT questionnaire. 

Group 4 is a series of green, yellow, or red blocks indicating how Westfield compares to the CGM. A built-in function in EDSAT 

allows a municipality to compare itself against a subset of the CGM by other criteria such as population, median income, or size of 

operating budget. For purposes of this analysis, however, Westfield is compared with all the CGM. 
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Section 1: Access to Customers/Markets  
In order to minimize transportation costs and time-to-market, businesses want adequate access to uncongested transportation corridors 

for their shipping needs, customers, and employees. Highway access, congestion, and parking are Very Important factors in location 

decisions. Public transportation is Important, while proximity to airports, rail, and water transport are Less Important. The overall 

physical attractiveness of public spaces, enforcement of codes, and condition of housing and commercial real estate are Important, as 

they are indications of general economic health and quality of life in a community.  
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Section 2: Concentration of Businesses (Agglomeration) 
Agglomeration refers to the number of complementary and supplemental services and related firms—including academic 

institutions—that are available within a jurisdiction to support new or existing companies. A concentration of similar or supporting 

companies creates a critical mass of businesses within an industry, making it easier for that industry to thrive in the local community, 

regionally, or on the state level. The scale of agglomeration within a jurisdiction can be enhanced by the intensity of its efforts to 

attract companies, its coordination of marketing plans with regional or state efforts, cross marketing among stakeholder organizations, 

and follow-up with existing and potential businesses. 
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Section 3: Cost of Land (Implicit/Explicit) 
The cost of land to a firm includes two Very Important factors: Infrastructure and Rent. Updating civil, utility, and 

telecommunications infrastructure is costly, and firms do not like to incur these expenses. Therefore, if a municipality does not already 

have adequate capacity in place, a potential firm could decide to locate somewhere else with stronger capacity. Likewise, Rents are 

Very Important as they contribute heavily to operating expenses. Location experts consider the quality of available space and amount 

of available land for development Important factors. 
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Section 4: Labor 
The effect of labor factors on location decisions runs somewhat contrary to popular belief. An available labor force that is adequately 

trained (Workforce Composition) is a Very Important factor, while the cost of labor is Important and the presence of strong unions is 

Less Important. Conventional wisdom often holds that higher labor costs and strong unions negatively affect a firm’s location 

decision. However, if the workforce is adequately skilled, these factors are not as detrimental as the conventional rule of thumb 

suggests. Workforce training resources is Less Important relative to other location factors. However, having a technically trained 

workforce whose skills align with the industries a municipality wants to attract is a valuable selling point. 
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Section 5: Municipal Process 
The municipal process section covers several themes relating to marketing and permitting. Public officials who aggressively market 

their jurisdictions strengths and collaborate with firms already located in their city or city may have significant advantages in 

attracting new investment. Local firms can speak firsthand about their own experiences and market conditions to interested companies 

and investors. Likewise, they can advise municipal leaders about industries with which they are intimately familiar. Additionally, 

municipalities that have established transparent and efficient permitting processes, minimizing startup time and costs, are also ahead 

of the game. Among the factors examined in this section, the timeliness of approvals is Very Important to location experts and all but 

one of the remaining factors (Permitting Ombudsman) are ranked Important. 
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Section 6: Quality of Life (Community) 
 

The quality of life within the community is an Important location factor because companies want to be able to offer employees a safe 

community with affordable housing, good schools, and a rich selection of cultural and recreational opportunities.  
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Section 7: Quality of Life (Site) 
This section reviews the amenities and services available within one mile of existing development sites. Having a variety of amenities, 

restaurants, stores, and services near employment centers enhances the location, adds convenience, and allows employees more social 

opportunities. 
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Section 8: Business Incentives 
When companies are evaluating various jurisdictions for site location, business incentives (mainly subsidies and tax credits) are 

Important considerations. However, contrary to conventional wisdom, these incentives are not the first factors on which an investor 

makes a location decision—nor are they decisive. Factors such as infrastructure, workforce composition, and timeliness of permitting 

are of the utmost importance and can all too easily become “deal-breakers.” A municipality must be at least adequate in these areas 

before a company will advance negotiations. While investors value a broad portfolio of business incentives as possible “deal-closers,” 

they might not initially attract them. 
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Section 9: Tax Rates  
Municipalities often think that if tax rates are too high, they will have a hard time attracting businesses—that high taxes are a “deal-

breaker.” Like financial incentives, however, the tax rate is not one of the Very Important location factors. If the Very Important 

factors are satisfied, then a business will likely request a more favorable tax rate during later-stage negotiations. Yet negotiations are 

unlikely to get to that point if the More Important location factors have not been satisfied.  
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Section 10: Access to Information 
A city’s website could offer a business location expert his or her first impression of what the area has to offer. In today’s digital age, a 

location expert could use a municipality’s website to gather initial information, and if it is not available, easy to find, and easy to 

understand, the researcher may reject the city as a potential location without further consideration. While a city’s website may rank 

Most Important as a factor in decision making, it can be this initial source of information that entices a location expert to probe deeper 

and to contact a municipality to seek additional information. At that point, the municipality’s economic development leader or 

permitting ombudsman has an opportunity to step in and develop one-on-one rapport with the developer or company representative. 
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NEXT STEPS 

 

Nestled in the foothills of the Berkshire Mountains along the Westfield River, a tributary to the mighty Connecticut, Westfield sits 

amid rich farmland and beautiful natural features. A small city of approximately 41,500, it grew steadily since its founding in 1660, 

becoming a mill town and industrial center in the 19th century producing a variety of goods. Many firms employed precision 

metalworkers for which the area is still well-known. With the regional flight of textiles and manufacturing, population growth began 

to trickle in the 1980s, although the city did not suffer the devastating losses from which the so-called Rust Belt is still recovering. A 

2015 median household income of approximately $62,000 reflects a prosperous middle-class community. Also notable is Westfield’s 

economic diversity, ranging from construction, manufacturing, and agriculture to higher education and health care. 

  

Westfield is part of the Springfield metropolitan area, and the Five-College cluster that includes UMass Amherst and Smith, Amherst, 

Mount Holyoke, and Hampshire Colleges lies within 30 miles of the town center. Combined with the city’s own Westfield State 

University, whose students comprise 15 percent of the city’s population, Westfield is blessed with abundant access to the colleges and 

universities of the Pioneer Valley—although EDSAT’s 10-mile metric does not take that asset into account.  

  

While the City of Westfield has attracted large commercial development along Route 20, it has also tended to the urban fabric of its 

central business district, preserving its older architecture, revitalizing its town common, attracting small businesses to its storefronts, 

and, at present, developing PVTA transit pavilion and adjacent parking structure along the densely settled Elm Street corridor. Here, 

too, the city appears to strive for diversification, as it does in its program for settling a community of refugees. 

 

The Dukakis Center’s Economic Development Self-Assessment Tool (EDSAT) creates a snapshot of Westfield’s economic 

development efforts at a time when the city seeks to attract new businesses and industries in order to bring in greater and more diverse 

tax revenue and create a more vibrant business community. The following is an overview of where your city is getting it right, and 

where improvements can be made. Outlined below are the top recommendations and their respective levels of priority for your 

economic development efforts. 

CORE STRENGTHS 

Westfield enjoys many valuable assets that can compel firms and developers to locate—or remain—in the city. One of Westfield’s 

greatest assets is its large volume of available sites with good mix of land use types, which make it more attractive to a wider array of 

firms and industries. Much of the city’s available land is zoned for commercial and industrial uses, and a comparatively high 

proportion of available parcels is larger than five acres, which would be of interest to developers of large commercial and/or 

residential projects. 

Westfield’s infrastructure meets current demand and could support even more should the need arise. That said, the city should take 

care to address recent concerns about aquafer contamination, which blocked access to secondary water supply during the recent 

drought, causing the local university to close for several days. The drought was particularly severe and long-lasting, and there is only 

so much municipalities can do to mitigate acts of nature. But the controversy should be settled, perhaps by commissioning a civil 

engineering report with help from the state.  

Westfield has excellent highway access and traffic management, which is all the more important given the city’s automotive 

dependence. The Mass Pike (I-90) passes through the municipality, connecting the city to the larger urban centers of Boston, 

Providence, Springfield, and Albany, NY. Likewise, in addition to having nearby access to Bradley International Airport in Hartford, 

the city is less than two hours away from four additional international airports located in those cities, and owns a municipal-regional 

airport that serves both the public and the military.  

As already discussed, Westfield has decent access to universities and research within a thirty mile drive. Westfield State University 

is located in the city, and brings in a younger population to patronize the city’s small businesses. The university, whose president is 

interested in collaborating with the city in economic development, can serve as a resource for cultivating an educated electorate and 

workforce and a source of research for commercial innovation. 

The city’s housing is also in good order, with strong homeownership numbers and lower than average residential rents. Along with 

lower-than-average crime rates, Westfield’s housing situation contributes to high quality of life, which is reflected in the fact that 
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most firms’ senior leadership choose to settle in the city. Westfield should monitor the vacancy rates for rental units and single-family 

homes, however, as they are hovering around the tipping point in which prices begin to shoot upward.  This acts as an incentive for 

firms to develop in Westfield because of the housing opportunities for their workers. While current homeowners would benefit from 

this, it could adversely affect workforce housing, displacing renters and putting housing for first-time homebuyers out of reach. 

Administratively, the city exceeds the comparison group in furthering economic development, taking advantage of state tax 

incentives and offering several local incentives of its own.  Westfield also excels at cross-marketing, engaging both local firms and 

state and regional planning organizations in making the business case for the city. 

Finally, the website is well-designed and well-populated with information valuable to businesses and developers, both current and 

prospective. The importance of an easily navigated, attractive website to site location specialists cannot be stressed enough, as it is 

often their first encounter with a city or town. Westfield’s website could be even better if the “economic development” page’s content 

were included in the home page “business” portal, making for one-stop access, and the “business” portal were featured rather than 

listed as one of five menu items. 

 

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

While Westfield is actively working to attract businesses, it also faces some obstacles and challenges. Above all, commercial rents in 

Westfield’s central business district and highway districts are much higher than those in the CGM. This can be a significant deal-

breaker especially if potential business developers can get the same amenities as Westfield from a neighboring municipality with 

lower rents. The city should survey commercial land lords to learn the reasons for such high rents and negotiate measures to bring 

them down to more competitive levels.  

 

The city of Westfield could also do much more to cultivate a critical mass of firms, and perhaps participation in EDSAT is a first step 

in that direction. While the city participates in state and regional economic development programs, it would be wise to develop 

Westfield’s own economic development plan and industrial attraction policy. 

 

Site amenities, specifically fine dining restaurants and day care services, are almost completely lacking within one mile of Westfield’s 

available development sites. This could act as a deterrent to prospective businesses looking for areas where their employees can have 

access to these amenities without significant travel. Encouraging such development, through zoning changes and/or tax incentives is 

advisable. 

Although traffic is well-managed in Westfield, he city has a lower percentage of available retail and office space sites with on-site 

parking, suggesting that either many of these sites are in the central business district or that parking could well be inadequate. A 

survey of parking capacity at available sites is in order here, especially since Westfield is not gifted with good public transit. Bus 

service to Northampton, a transit node to the Five-College area, should also be explored as a way of better integrating the city with the 

surrounding region and its institutions of higher learning. 

 

Furthermore, local commercial tax rates are higher than the comparison group and could act as a deterrent to firms developing sites 

in Westfield when they could do so in neighboring municipalities with lower rates. The city also needs to act more aggressively on 

vacant residential and commercial properties within the city, which are more numerous than in other municipalities.  

 

In addition, the city should address the relatively low rate of English and mathematics proficiency in the local schools. Some may say 

that this relatively poor performance has to do with an influx of refugees into the city and its school system, but that is not going to 

matter to a firm looking to develop in a town with competent students. The city should look into bolstering the capacity of its English-

as-a-second-language classes, which were reported to be unable to meet current demand. The city also pays teachers less than the 

CGM, a labor cost deficiency that might be addressed. Although the CGM might well reflect the higher cost of living in Eastern 

Massachusetts, where a good number of EDSAT communities are located, site location specialists favor paying teachers well, and it 

would make sense to ensure that Westfield’s teacher salary structure is in line with nearby communities in Western Mass.  

 

Though Westfield is mostly on par with the CGM in its timeliness of approvals, the extra four weeks it takes the city to approve site 

plan reviews and business licenses should be addressed—a feasible goal since neither gap is extreme.  
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Recommendations Priority 

Develop a local economic development plan and an industrial attraction policy.  High 

Develop strategies for increasing English and math proficiency in the public 

schools (as well as ESL adult continuing education), in part by considering raising 

teachers’ salaries.  

High 

Address the causes for higher-than-average-commercial rents, and work with 

commercial landlords to help drive down firms’ rental costs. 
High 

Explore ways of bringing down commercial tax rates.  Medium 

Expedite the time it takes to review site plans and to issue business licenses.  Medium 

 


